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1. Introduction
In this article we construct rational elliptic surfaces with Mordell-Weil rank four start-
ing from linear pencils of plane cubic curves.
Our construction uses the same techniques as Fusi’s in [Fus06] (for the rank seven
and six cases) and as Salgado’s in [Sal09] (for the rank five case). We focus on the case
of rational elliptic surfaces of rank four because it is the first case where the Mordell-Weil
group may have torsion and also because low Mordell-Weil rank allows more possible
configuration for the bad fibers.
We look at the projective plane blown-up at the base points of a linear pencil of plane
cubics. The Mordell-Weil rank (over an algebraically closed field) of the rational elliptic
surface is determined by the configuration of the points the plane is blown-up at, thus by
the structure of the linear pencil having those points as base points.
This paper is divided into three sections: in section 2 we recall Shioda and Oguiso’s
results on Mordell-Weil lattices attached to rational elliptic surfaces. Among those, we
focus on the rank four case. In section 3 for each of the seven possible Mordell-Weil
groups that can be attached on a rational elliptic surface of rank four we find a linear pencil
of cubics such that the blow-up of the plane at its base points is isomorphic to the considered
Mordell-Weil group. We also check that the exceptional curves of first kind (i.e. the (−1)-
curves) above the base points generate the full Mordell-Weil group of any rational elliptic
surface of rank four.
2. Background
We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero.
A rational elliptic surface over k is an algebraic surface E defined over k with an
elliptic fibration π : E → P1 (i.e. π is a surjective flat morphism such that almost all its
fibers are genus-1 curves) such that E is minimal with respect to π (i.e. no exceptional
curves of first kind as components of fibers), E is rational (i.e. E is birational to P2) and
there exists a zero-section for π (i.e. a morphism σ0 : P1 → E such that π ◦ σ0 = idB ).
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The generic fiber of π , denoted by E, is an elliptic curve over the function field k(P1)
and the group of rational points E(k(P1)) is isomorphic to the group of sections of π (see
for instance [Sil94]).
The Lang-Néron theorem assures that E(k(P1)) is finitely generated.
In the rest of this article we will use the following notation:
We denote by K the function field of P1 (so K = k(t) = k(P1)).
We denote by R the set of bad places of π :
R = {v ∈ P1 | π−1(v) is reducible} .
The zero component of a reducible fiber is the component intersecting the zero
section.
The torsion subgroup of E(K) is denoted by Etors(K).
We denote by E0(K) the narrow Mordell-Weil lattice, given by the sections that
intersect the zero component of the reducible fibers; to each reducible fiber we
associate a given lattice, given by a Dynkin diagram (see [Mir89]).
We denote by T the sublattice of the Néron-Severi lattice determined by the re-
ducible fibers.
The Mordell-Weil group of a rational elliptic surface is endowed with a bilinear pair-
ing, which depends on the type of reducible fibers. The explicit formula for the pairing of
any two sections P,Q is the following:
〈P,Q〉 = χ + (P.O) + (Q.O) − (P.Q) −
∑
v∈R
contrv(P,Q) ,
where χ denotes the Euler characteristic of the surface, O is the zero section, and the
contribution term contrv(P,Q) is computed according to [OS91].
In [Shi90] Shioda gives the Mordell-Weil group E(K)/Etors(K) of a rational elliptic
surface (and more generally of any elliptic surface) a lattice structure; in [OS91] Oguiso
T det(T ) E0(K) E(K)
A4 5 A4 A∗4
D4 4 D4 D∗4
A3 ⊕ A1 8 A3 ⊕ A1 A∗3 ⊕ A∗1
A⊕22 9 A
⊕2
2 A
∗⊕2
2
A2 ⊕ A⊕21 12


4 1 0 1
−1 2 −1 0
0 −1 2 −1
1 0 −1 2


1
6


2 1 0 −1
1 5 3 1
0 3 6 3
−1 1 3 5


A⊕41 16 A
⊕4
1 A
∗⊕4
1
A
⊕4
1 16 D4 D
∗
4 ⊕ Z/2Z
TABLE 1. The Mordell-Weil groups and lattices associated to rational elliptic surfaces of rank 4.
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and Shioda determined all the possible configurations for E(K)/Etors(K) as a sublattice of
the root lattice E8. We now state their result, only with respect to the rank four case.
THEOREM 2.1. Let π : E → P1 be a rational elliptic surface with rank four.
The following table summarizes the possible lattices structures that can be carried by
E(K)/Etors(K):
In the first case and the second case the surface has a unique reducible fiber, of type
I5 and I∗0 respectively. In the third case and fourth case it has two reducible fibers, one
with four components and one with two components and both with three components re-
spectively. In the fifth case it has three reducible fibers, one with three components and
two with two components. In the sixth case and seventh case it has four reducible fibers,
all with two components. The last case is the only one where the Mordell-Weil group has
torsion.
3. Rational Elliptic Surfaces with Rank Four
The purpose of this section is to build rational elliptic surfaces with rank four as blow-
ups of linear pencils of cubics. For each Mordell-Weil group structure listed in theorem
2.1 we find a linear pencil of cubics inducing that particular group. As for the higher rank
cases (except for the rank eight one), we show that the Mordell-Weil group is generated by
the (−1)-curves above the base points of the chosen linear pencil.
3.1. A Fiber of Type I5
We construct a rational elliptic surface with rank four whose Mordell-Weil lattice is
isomorphic to A∗4.
In order to have such a configuration the pencil of cubics must contain a member of
one of the following forms:
(1) A nodal cubic, such that the node is a base point with multiplicity five;
(2) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line non-tangent to the conic, where
one of the intersection points between them is a base point of multiplicity four
while the other one is not a base point;
(3) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line, where one of the intersection
points between them is a base point of multiplicity three while the other one is a
base point of multiplicity two;
(4) A cubic split into three lines, where one of the intersection points is a base point of
multiplicity three, while the others are not base points;
(5) A cubic split into three lines, where two of the intersection points are base points
of multiplicity two, while the remaining one is not a base point.
We will choose to construct a pencil as in (5) and later show that all the other con-
structions can be obtained by (5) via Cremona transformations.
3.1.1. Construction
Let C be a non-singular plane cubic. Let l1 be a line intersecting C at three distinct
points p0, p1, p2. Let l2 be a line passing through p0 and intersecting C at two other
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different points p3, p4. We choose l2 such that both the line through p1 and p4 and the
one through p2 and p4 are not tangent to C at p4. Let l3 be a line passing through p4 and
intersecting C at two other distinct points p5, p6 such that each one is non-collinear with
any pair pi, pj (except for the trivial combination p4, p5, p6) and such that the line through
it and p0 is not tangent to C at p0.
Let ΛA be the linear pencil of cubics generated by C and R = l1l2l3. The cubic R is
the only reducible member in ΛA and the singular point of any singular irreducible member
of ΛA is different from any base point of ΛA. Then, the rational elliptic surface obtained
as the blow-up of P2 at the base points of ΛA has only one reducible fiber, which is of type
I5, corresponding to R.
Let Pi be the (−1)-curve above pi (i = 0, . . . , 6) and set P0 as the zero section.
Using the pairing formula given in [OS91], we retrieve the matrix given by P1, P3, P4 and
P5, which is the following:
A =


6/5 4/5 3/5 2/5
4/5 6/5 2/5 3/5
3/5 2/5 4/5 1/5
2/5 3/5 1/5 4/5

 .
The determinant of A is 1/5, which is also the determinant of A∗4. This implies that the
index of 〈P1, P3, P4, P5〉 in E (K) is one. Thus the Mordell-Weil group is generated by the
(−1)-curves above the base points of ΛA.
3.1.2. Equivalence between two Constructions
In this subsection we explain how to show that construction (5) and (4) are equivalent;
this method can be used for all other pairs of constructions of a given rational elliptic
surface.
Let E be the rational elliptic surface obtained in construction (4). Let p0, . . . , p6 be
the base points of the linear pencil of cubics inducing E . Suppose p0 is the base point
with multiplicity 3. Let l1 be the tangent of any smooth member of the pencil at p0. The
unique reducible cubic of the pencil is split into l1 and two other distinct lines l2 and l3.
Suppose that p0 lies on l2, p1 lies on l2 and p2 lies on l3. We denote by Pi (−1)-curve
above pi (i = 0, . . . , 6). Since p0 point is blown-up three times, there are three curves
above it in E : the (−1)-curve P0, a (−2)-curve P ′0, intersecting P0, and another curve. Let
E ′ be the surface obtained by E after contracting P0. The image of P ′0 is a (−1)-curve
that can be contracted itself. One can obtain a pencil as in (5) from E ′ by contracting
P ′0, P3, P4, P5, P6 and the strict transforms of l2, p0p2 and p1p2.
Conversely, suppose we are working in the setting of (5). Let E be the induced rational
elliptic surface. We use the same notation we used in that construction. One can obtain a
linear pencil as in (4) by contracting (on E ) both the exceptional curves above p0, the
(−1)-curve above p4, P2, P5, P6 and the strict transforms of the lines p1p3, p1p4, p3p4.
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a rational elliptic surface with Mordell-Weil lattice iso-
morphic to A∗4. Then E arises from a pencil of plane cubics as in construction (5).
Proof. We must show that all the possible constructions of a rational elliptic surface
with rank four and a fiber of type I5 are equivalent to construction (5).
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We already shown that construction (4) is equivalent to construction (5).
Via similar Cremona transformations one shows that construction (3) is equivalent to
(5), that (4) is equivalent to (2) and that (2) is equivalent to (1). 
3.3. A Fiber of Type I∗0
We construct a torsion-free rational elliptic surface whose Mordell-Weil lattice is iso-
morphic to D∗4 .
In order to have such a configuration, the pencil of cubics must contain a member of
one of the following forms:
(1) A cuspidal cubic, such that the cusp is a base point with multiplicity five;
(2) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line tangent to the conic, where the
intersection point is a base point with multiplicity four;
(3) A cubic split into three concurrent lines where the intersection point is a base point
of multiplicity three;
(4) A cubic split into a double line and a different line such that the intersection point
is not a base point.
We now construct a linear pencil as in (3).
3.3.1. Construction
Let C be a smooth cubic. Let p0 be a point on C and let l1 be a line through p0 and
intersecting C at two distinct points p1 and p2. Let l2 be another line passing through p0
and two other distinct points p3 and p4. Let l3 be another line passing through p0 and
intersecting C at two distinct points p5 and p6, not collinear with any pair of pi’s and such
that p1, . . . , p6 do not lie on a conic.
Let ΛB be the linear pencil of cubics generated by C and R = l1l2l3. The unique re-
ducible member of ΛB is R, which corresponds to a fiber of type I∗0 on the induced rational
elliptic surface E ; moreover, the singular point of every singular irreducible member of ΛB
is different from any base point. Then, E is a rational elliptic surface with rank four and a
fiber of type I∗0 .
Let Pi be the (−1)-curve above pi (i = 0, . . . , 6) and set P0 as the zero section. Using
the pairing formula (given in [OS91]), we retrieve the matrix given by P1, P2, P3 and P5,
which is the following:
B =


1 0 1/2 1/2
0 0 1/2 1/2
1/2 1/2 1 1/2
1/2 1/2 1/2 1

 .
The determinant of B is 1/4, which is also the determinant of D∗4 . This implies that the
index of 〈P1, P2, P3, P5〉 in E (K) is one. Thus the Mordell-Weil group is generated by the
(−1)-curves above the base points of ΛB .
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a torsion-free rational elliptic surface with Mordell-Weil
lattice isomorphic to D∗4 . Then E arises from a pencil of plane cubics as in construction
(3).
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Proof. We must show that all the possible constructions of a rational elliptic surface
with rank four and a fiber of type I∗0 are equivalent to construction (3).
Via one Cremona transformation one shows that construction (3) is equivalent to (4),
that (3) is equivalent to (2) and that (2) is equivalent to (1). 
3.5. A Fiber of Type I4 and a Fiber with two Components
We construct a rational elliptic surface of rank four whose Mordell-Weil lattice is
isomorphic to A∗3 ⊕ A∗1.
In order to have such a configuration, the pencil of cubics must satisfy two require-
ments. First, it must contain a member of one of the following forms:
(1) A nodal cubic, such that the node is a base point with multiplicity four;
(2) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line non-tangent to the conic, where
one of the intersection points between them is a base point of multiplicity three and
the other is not a base point;
(3) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a non-tangent line, where both the inter-
section points between them are base points of multiplicity two;
(4) A cubic split into three non-concurrent lines, where one of the intersection points
is a base point of multiplicity two, while the others are not base points.
Second, it must contain a member of one of the following forms:
(1′) An irreducible singular cubic, such that the singular point is a base point with
multiplicity two;
(2′) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line, where none of the intersection
points between them is a base point.
We now construct a linear pencil as in (4) + (2′).
3.5.1. Construction
Let Q be an irreducible conic and let l be a line. Let q1 and q2 be the intersection
points between Q and l. Let l1 be a line intersecting Q at two distinct points p0 and p1 and
intersecting l at a point p2, different from both q1 and q2. Let l2 be a line intersecting Q
at p0 and a different point p3 and intersecting l at a point p4, different from both q1 and
q2. Let l3 be a line intersecting Q at two distinct points p5 and p6, different from any pi
(i = 0, . . . , 4) and intersecting l at a point p7 different from both q1 and q2 and different
from any pi (i = 0, . . . , 6). Let t be the tangent to Q at p0.
Let ΛC be the linear pencil of cubics passing through p0, . . . , p7 with prescribed
tangent t at p0. No member of this pencil is singular at the base points. The point p0 is
not a singular point of any irreducible member of ΛC , by Bézout theorem. Moreover, the
only reducible members in ΛC are Ql (which corresponds to a fiber with two components
in the induced rational elliptic surface E ) and l1l2l3, which corresponds to a fiber of type
I4. Then, E is a rational elliptic surface with rank four having a fiber of type I4 and a fiber
with two components.
Let Pi be the (−1)-curve above pi (i = 0, . . . , 7) and set P0 as the zero section. Using
the pairing formula (given in [OS91]), we retrieve the matrix given by P4, P5, P6, P7, which
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is the following:
C =


3/4 1/2 1/2 0
1/2 1 0 0
1/2 0 1 0
0 0 0 1/2

 .
The determinant of C is 1/8, which is equal to the determinant of A∗3 ⊕ A∗1. This implies
that the index of 〈P4, P5, P6, P7〉 in E (K) is one. Thus the Mordell-Weil group is generated
by the (−1)-curves above the base points of ΛC .
THEOREM 3.6. Let E be a rational elliptic surface with Mordell-Weil lattice iso-
morphic to A∗3 ⊕ A∗1. Then E arises from a pencil of plane cubics as in construction
(4) + (2′).
Proof. We must show that all the possible constructions of a rational elliptic surface
with rank four, a fiber of type I4 and a fiber with two components are equivalent to con-
struction (4) + (2′).
Via one Cremona transformation one shows that construction (4)+ (2′) implies (4)+
(1′), that (4)+ (1′) is equivalent to (3)+ (1′), that (3)+ (1′) is equivalent to (2)+ (1′), that
(2)+ (1′) is equivalent to (1)+ (1′), that (1)+ (1′) implies (1)+ (2′), that (1)+ (2′) implies
(2)+ (2′), that (2)+ (2′) is equivalent to (3)+ (2′) and that (2)+ (2′) implies (4)+ (2′). 
3.7. Two Fibers with three Components
We construct a rational elliptic surface with rank four whose Mordell-Weil lattice is
isomorphic to A∗⊕22 .
In order to have such a configuration, the pencil of cubics must contain two members
of any of the following forms:
(1) A singular irreducible cubic, such that the singular point is a base point with mul-
tiplicity three;
(2) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line, where only one of the intersection
points between them is a base point and has multiplicity two;
(3) A cubic split into three lines where none of the intersection points is a base point.
We now construct a linear pencil of cubics as in (3) + (3).
3.7.1. Construction
Let C be a smooth cubic curve. Let l1 be a line intersecting C at three distinct points
p0, p1, p2. Let l2 be another line, intersecting l1 at a point different from any pi . We
require that:
• the line l2 intersects C at three distinct points p3, p4, p5, all different from the
previous pi’s,
• any line mi = pi−1pi+2 (i = 1, 2, 3) is not tangent to C,
• the intersection points between mi and mj (i 	= j = 1, 2, 3) are three distinct
points not on C, and
• the points pi+5’s, given by the intersection between mi and C are not collinear to
any trivial combination of the pj ’s j < 6.
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With these assumptions, there exists a line l3 passing through p6, p7, p8: one can use the
group law on C and the relations given by the collinearity of the pi’s to show this fact.
The choice of the points p0, . . . , p8 grants that the linear pencil of cubics ΛD , gen-
erated by l1l2l3 and C, contains m1m2m3; moreover, l1l2l3 and m1m2m3 are the unique
reducible members. These two reducible members correspond to fibers with three compo-
nents on the induced rational elliptic surface E .
Let Pi be the (−1)-curve above pi (i = 0, . . . , 8) and set P0 as the zero section. Using
the pairing formula (given in [OS91]), we retrieve the matrix given by P1, P3, P5, P6, which
is the following:
D =


4/3 1 2/3 1
1 4/3 1/3 2/3
2/3 1/3 2/3 2/3
1/3 2/3 2/3 4/3

 .
The determinant of D is 1/9, which is equal to the determinant of A∗⊕22 . This implies that
the index of 〈P1, P3, P5, P6〉 in E (K) is one. Thus the Mordell-Weil group is generated by
the (−1)-curves above the base points of ΛD .
THEOREM 3.8. Let E be a rational elliptic surface with Mordell-Weil lattice iso-
morphic to A∗⊕22 . Then E arises from a pencil of plane cubics as in construction (3)+ (3).
Proof. We must show that all the possible constructions of a rational elliptic surface
with rank four, and two fibers with three components are equivalent to construction (3) +
(3).
Via one Cremona transformation one shows that construction (3) + (3) is equivalent
to (2)+ (3), that (2)+ (3) is equivalent to (1)+ (3), that (1)+ (3) is equivalent to (1)+ (2),
that (1) + (2) is equivalent to (1) + (1) and that (1) + (2) is equivalent to (2) + (2). 
3.9. A Fiber with three Components and two Fibers with two Components
We construct a rational elliptic surface with rank four with one fiber with three com-
ponents and two fibers with two components.
In order to have such a configuration, the pencil must satisfy the following two re-
quirements. First, it must contain one member of any of the following forms:
(1) A singular irreducible cubic, such that the singular point is a base point with mul-
tiplicity three;
(2) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line, where only one of the intersection
points between them is a base point and has multiplicity two;
(3) A cubic split into three lines where none of the intersection points is a base point.
Second, it must contain two members of any of the following forms:
(1′) An irreducible singular cubic, such that the singular point is a base point with
multiplicity two;
(2′) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line, where none of the intersection
points between them is a base point.
We now construct a linear pencil as in (3) + (2′) + (2′).
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3.9.1. Construction
Let Qa be an irreducible conic. Let p1, . . . , p6 be six distinct points on Qa such that
the point p0, given by the intersection of the line lb = p5p6 and n3 = p2p3, is not collinear
with the points p1 and p4. Let n1 be the line p6p1 and let n2 be p4p5. Let p7 be a point
in n2 and let p8 be the intersection point between n1 and p0p7. By Pascal’s theorem there
exists a (unique) conic Qb passing through p1, . . . , p4, p7, p8. We suppose that p7 is a
general point in n2 (i.e. p7 /∈ p3p4), so Qb is irreducible. Now, let la be the line p7p8.
Let ΛE be the linear pencil of cubics passing through p0, . . . , p8. No member of
this pencil is singular at the base points and the reducible members in the pencil are only
Qala , Qblb and n1n2n3. The first two of them correspond to fibers with two components in
the induced rational elliptic surface E , while the last one corresponds to a fiber with three
components.
Let Pi be the (−1)-curve above pi (i = 0, . . . , 8) and set P0 as the zero section. Using
the pairing formula (given in [OS91]), we retrieve the matrix given by P1, P3, P5, P7, which
is the following:
E =


1/3 0 1/6 1/6
0 1 1/2 1/2
1/6 1/2 5/6 1/3
1/6 1/2 1/3 5/6

 .
The determinant of E is 1/12, which implies that the index of 〈P1, P3, P5, P7〉 in E (K) is
one. Thus the Mordell-Weil group is generated by the (−1)-curves above the base points
of ΛE .
THEOREM 3.10. Let E be a rational elliptic surface with rank four with three re-
ducible fibers. Then E arises from a pencil of plane cubics as in construction (3) + (2′) +
(2′).
Proof. We must show that all the possible constructions of a rational elliptic surface
with rank four, and three reducible fibers are equivalent to construction (3) + (2′) + (2′).
Via one Cremona transformation one shows that construction (3)+(2′)+(2′) is equiv-
alent to (2) + (2′) + (2′), that (2) + (2′) + (2′) is equivalent to (1) + (2′) + (2′), that
(1) + (2′) + (2′) is equivalent to (1) + (1′) + (2′), that (1) + (1′) + (2′) is equivalent to
(2)+ (1′)+ (2′), that (2)+ (1′)+ (2′) is equivalent to (3)+ (1′)+ (2′), that (1)+ (1′)+ (2′)
is equivalent to (1) + (1′) + (1′), that (1) + (1′) + (1′) is equivalent to (2) + (1′) + (1′),
and that (2) + (1′) + (1′) is equivalent to (3) + (1′) + (1′). 
3.11. Four Reducible Fibers
In order to have a rational elliptic surface with rank four and four reducible fibers, the
underlying pencil of cubics must contain four members of any of the following type:
(1) An irreducible singular cubic, such that the singular point is a base point with
multiplicity two
(2) A cubic split into an irreducible conic and a line, where none of the intersection
points between them is a base point
This configuration may lead either to a rational elliptic surface without torsion, or to one
with torsion. We first focus on the non-torsion case and later to the torsion case.
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3.12. Four Fibers with two Components, Torsion-free Case
We construct a linear pencil of cubics with four members split into an irreducible conic
and a line such that the blow-up of P2 at its base points is a rational elliptic surface with
rank four, with four reducible fibers without torsion.
3.12.1. Construction
Let Qa and Qb be two irreducible conics intersecting at four distinct points p1, p2, p3,
p4. Let ld be the line passing through p1 and p2 and let lc be the line passing through p3
and p4. Let p0 be the point of intersection between lc and ld . Now, let p7 and p8 be two
points on Qb and let p5 and p6 be two points on Qa satisfying the following requirements:
• the points p0, p7 and p8 are collinear,
• the points p0, p5 and p6 are collinear,
• the points p1, p2, p5, p6, p7 and p8 are on an irreducible conic Qc and
• the points p3, p4, p5, p6, p7 and p8 are on an irreducible conic Qd .
Let la be the line passing through p7 and p8 and let lb be the line passing through p5 and p6.
Let ΛF be the linear pencil of cubics passing through p0, . . . , p8. No member of this pencil
is singular at the base points and the reducible members in the pencil are Qala,Qblb,Qclc,
and Qdld , which correspond to fibers with two components in the induced rational elliptic
surface E .
Let Pi be the (−1)-curve above pi (i = 0, . . . , 8) and set P0 as the zero section. Using
the pairing formula (given in [OS91]), we retrieve the matrix given by P1, P3, P5, and P7,
which is the following:
F =


1/2 0 0 0
0 1/2 0 0
0 0 1/2 0
0 0 0 1/2

 .
The determinant of F is 1/16, which is equal to the determinant of A∗⊕41 . This excludes
the possibility that the E has torsion and it also implies that the index of 〈P1, P3, P5, P7〉 in
E (K) is one. Thus the Mordell-Weil group is generated by the (−1)-curves above the base
points of ΛF .
3.13. Four Fibers with two Components, Torsion Case
We now proceed to the last possible structure for the group of a rational elliptic surface
with rank four: we construct a linear pencil of cubics with four reducible members, split
into a line and an irreducible conic (as in the previous subsection), but now we choose
the configuration of the base points such that the induced rational elliptic surface is not
torsion-free.
3.13.1. Construction
To improve readability we use the notation r ∩ s for “r intersected with s” and p ∪ q
for “the line passing through p and q”.
First, let p1, p2, a, b and c be five points on the plane. Let β be the line
β = ((p2 ∪ a) ∩ (p1 ∪ c)) ∪ ((p1 ∪ b) ∩ (p2 ∪ c)) .
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Let α and δ be two lines defined by
α = a ∪ ((p1 ∪ c) ∩ (p2 ∪ b)) ,
δ = b ∪ ((p1 ∪ a) ∩ (p2 ∪ c)) .
These three lines, denoted by Greek letters, are crucial in proving the presence of four
conics passing through six points.
Let p0 be the point
((β ∩ δ) ∪ p1) ∩ ((β ∩ α) ∪ p2) .
Let la be the line
((p0 ∪ p1) ∩ α) ∪ ((p1 ∪ a) ∩ (p2 ∪ b))
and let lb be the line
((p0 ∪ p2) ∩ δ) ∪ ((p1 ∪ a) ∩ (p2 ∪ b)) .
Let lc be the line
(la ∩ (p1 ∪ b)) ∪ (lb ∩ (p1 ∪ c))
and let ld be the line
(lb ∩ (p2 ∪ a)) ∪ (la ∩ (p2 ∪ c)) .
We label the intersection points of the li ’s as follows:
p3 = la ∩ lb , p4 = la ∩ ld , p5 = lb ∩ lc ,
p6 = lc ∩ ld , p7 = la ∩ lc , p8 = lb ∩ ld .
We fixed the position of nine points in P2.
We want to show that the linear pencil ΛG of cubics passing through p0, . . . , p8 con-
tains exactly four reducible members that are split into a line and an irreducible conic. First
we need to show the following lemma:
LEMMA 3.14. Under the above notation, the following equalities hold:
lc ∩ β = α ∩ β and ld ∩ β = δ ∩ β .
Proof. Up to projectivities, we can choose
p1 = (0, 1, 0) , p2 = (0, 0, 1) , c = (1, 0, 0) .
Then, the points a and b are of the following forms:
a = (1, ax, ay) , b = (1, bx, by) .
We can exclude that a and b have zero as the first coordinate, since they are general points
on the plane (so not collinear to p1 and p2). In this setting, the lines α, β, δ are given by
the following Plücker equations:
α = (−aybx, ay,−ax + bx) , β = (axby,−by,−ax) , δ = (aybx,−ay + by,−bx) .
These allow us to compute the points α ∩ β and β ∩ δ:
α ∩ β = (−axay − axby + bxby,−axaybx − a2xby + axbxby,−axayby + aybxby) ,
β ∩ δ = (−axay + axby + bxby,−axaybx + axbxby,−axayby + aybxby + axb2y) .
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We can now deduce the equations for p0 ∪ p1 and p0 ∪ p2:
p0 ∪ p1 = (−axayby + aybxby + axb2y, 0, axay − axby − bxby) ,
p0 ∪ p2 = (axaybx + a2xby − axbxby,−axay − axby + bxby, 0) .
Intersecting p0 ∪p1 with α and p0 ∪p2 with δ, we get two points that allow us to construct
la and lb, which are given by the following equations:
la = (axa3ybx + a2xa2yby − 4axa2ybxby + a2yb2xby − a2xayb2y + 2axaybxb2y ,
− axa3y + 2axa2yby − axayb2y,−a2xayby + 2axaybxby − ayb2xby + a2xb2y − axbxb2y) ,
lb = (−axa2yb2x − 2a2xaybxby + 4axayb2xby − ayb3xby + a2xbxb2y − axb2xb2y ,
axa
2
ybx + a2xayby − 2axaybxby − a2xb2y + axbxb2y, a2xbxby − 2axb2xby + b3xby) .
Now we can compute the equations for lc and ld :
lc = (−axa3yb2x − 2a2xa2ybxby + 4axa2yb2xby − a2yb3xby + a2xaybxb2y − axayb2xb2y ,
axa
3
ybx + a2xa2yby − 2axa2ybxby − a2xayb2y + axaybxb2y ,
− a3xayby + 4a2xaybxby − 4axayb2xby + ayb3xby + a3xb2y − 2a2xbxb2y + axb2xb2y) ,
ld = (−axa3yb2x − a2xa2ybxby + 4axa2yb2xby − a2yb3xby + a2xaybxb2y − 2axayb2xb2y ,
axa
3
ybx + a2xa2yby − 4axa2ybxby − 2a2xayb2y + 4axaybxb2y + a2xb3y − axbxb3y ,
a2xaybxby − 2axayb2xby + ayb3xby − a2xbxb2y + axb2xb2y) .
Now we can check that lc ∩ β = α ∩ β and ld ∩ β = δ ∩ β:
lc ∩ β = (−axay − axby + bxby,−axaybx − a2xby + axbxby,−axayby + aybxby) ,
ld ∩ β = (−axay + axby + bxby,−axaybx + axbxby,−axayby + aybxby + axb2y) .
This concludes the proof. 
We are now ready to show the following lemma:
LEMMA 3.15. The linear pencil of cubics ΛG contains four reducible members, all
split into a line and an irreducible conic.
Proof. We use Pascal’s theorem several times: consider p0, p1, p2 and the three
intersection points given by three lines among la, lb, lc, ld . Those six points determine
an hexagon (meaning a 6-tuple of points); from the configuration of the base points, the
opposite sides of this hexagon meet at three collinear points (the line these three points
belong is one among α, β, δ); this implies that the vertices of the hexagon belong to a
conic. The first hexagon is given by (p2, p0, p1, p5, p6, p8): the opposite sides meet at
β ∩ lc, β ∩ ld and (p1 ∪ c) ∩ (p2 ∪ a). These three points are collinear, since they belong
to β.
The second hexagon is given by (p2, p0, p1, p7, p6, p4): the opposite sides meet at
β ∩ lc, β ∩ ld and (p2 ∪ c) ∩ (p1 ∪ b). These three points are collinear, since they belong
to β.
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The third hexagon is given by (p2, p0, p1, p3, p8, p4): the opposite sides meet at
δ ∩ lb, δ ∩ ld and (p1 ∪ a)∩ (p2 ∪ c). These three points are collinear, since they belong to
δ.
The fourth hexagon is given by (p2, p0, p1, p5, p3, p7): the opposite sides meet at
α ∩ lc, α ∩ la and (p1 ∪ c) ∩ (p2 ∪ b). These three points are collinear, since they belong
to α. 
Let Qa be the conic passing through p0, p1, p2, p5, p6,p8, let Qb be the conic passing
through p0, p1, p2, p4, p6, p7, let Qc be the conic passing through p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p8,
and let Qd be the conic passing through p0, p1, p2, p3, p5, p7.
The unique reducible members of ΛG are Qala,Qblb,Qclc and Qdld , since for every
other conic passing through six of the pi ’s the remaining three base points are not collinear.
Each of these members correspond to a fiber with two components in the induced rational
elliptic surface E .
Let Pi be the (−1)-curve above pi and set P0 as the zero section. As for the other
constructions, we would like to show that the Pi ’s generate the full Mordell-Weil group
of E . In this case the Mordell-Weil group is isomorphic to D∗4 ⊕ Z/2Z. This means that
in order for the Pi’s to generate it, we need to find four among the Pi’s that generate the
Mordell-Weil lattice D∗4 , and check that there is a linear combination of some Pi’s that
leads to a non-zero 2-torsion element.
For the latter part, one can check that 2(P3 − P6) = O (and 2(P4 − P5) = O ,
2(P7 − P8) = O), using the group law of the generic fiber. For the first part, we choose
the intersection matrix given by four independent elements. We get one of the following
matrices (the first one if we choose only one between P1 and P2 and three other independent
Pi’s; the second one if we choose both P1 and P2 and two other independent Pi ’s, i > 2):
G1 =


2 1 1 1
1 1 1/2 1/2
1 1/2 1 1/2
1 1/2 1/2 1

 , G2 =


2 1 1 1
1 2 1 1
1 1 1 1/2
1 1 1/2 1

 .
In both cases the determinant is 1/4. This shows that the elements we chose generate the
Mordell-Weil lattice, since
det(Gi) = 14 = det(D
∗
4) ,
so the (−1)-curves above the base points of the linear pencil of cubics generate the full
Mordell-Weil group.
REMARK 3.16. We constructed every rational elliptic surface with Mordell-Weil
rank four. In the case of rational elliptic surfaces with rank four and four reducible fibers
we did not contemplate the equivalence between the possible pencil of cubics inducing
them, since we showed that a linear pencil of cubics with given reducible members may
lead to different rational elliptic surfaces.
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